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 Part 1 - Open to the Public 
 

 

 
 

 
REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE 

 
 

TO LEAD MEMBER FOR PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
 

TRAFFIC ADVISORY PANEL 
 

7th March 2019 
 

 
TITLE: City of Salford (Anson Street and May Street, Salford) (Prohibition Of Waiting) 
Order 2019 

 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
That the Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development consider the 
contents of this report and the deliberations of the Traffic Advisory Panel and make a 
decision to: 
 

Approve the amended Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) as detailed in this report. 
 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 
A request has been received from Eccles Highways Task Group to improve road 
safety in the area following complaints of obstructing visibility splays at the junction 
and difficulties for pedestrian to walk. 
 
A traffic management scheme has been designed to introduce a ‘No Waiting at Any 
Time’ Traffic Regulation Order on May Street and Anson Street to cover the extents 
considered appropriate by the Urban Vision engineers as indicated on the attached 
legal schedule and a plan in Appendices 1 and 2. 
 
The Traffic Regulation Order to introduce ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ restriction was 
legally advertised on 18th October 2018 for 21 days, during the time three objections 
have been received in connection to the proposal and one objection after advertising 
period. 
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Background  
 
A request has been received from Eccles Highways Task Group to improve road safety 
in the area following complaints of obstructing visibility splays at the junction and 
difficulties for pedestrian to cross the road at the junction. 
 
May Street and Anson Street are subject to 20 mph speed limit and there have been 
previous works installed to regulate and control inappropriate parking as there are a 
number of bollards present on May Street as well as the west side of May Street from 
Parrin Lane to Anson Street being subject to a ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ restriction. 
 
A package of measures have been drawn up to address the problems, these consisted 
of the introduction of ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ restriction – 10 metres each side at the 
junction May Street – Anson Street as outlined in the schedules and the attached plans 
in the Appendices 1 and 2. 
 
The restrictions ensure that accessibly for turning vehicles and larger service vehicles is 
available, assisting in the general safe movements of vehicles and providing improved 
visibility and accessibility for pedestrians. 
 
A scheme to introduce the ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ was consulted upon by the Traffic 
Management Unit, local councillors and emergency services on 3rd August 2018. 
 
Following the consultation to the proposals, no objections were received. 
 
The scheme was subject to formal legal advertising on 18th October 2018, for 21 days 
until 8th November 2018. During this period three objections have been received in 
connection to the proposal and one objection after advertising period however it is 
included in this report. 
 
 
The Objections  
 
The first objection is reproduced at Appendix 3. The objection is made by local resident. 
The resident is objecting to the scheme because proposal would remove a lot of parking 
spaces on the street. The resident is pointing that the parking problems in the area are 
because of the occupants of Parrin Lane parking their vehicles on the road. The objector 
wants introducing Resident Permit Parking scheme for Anson Street only as the solution 
of parking problems on the street. 
 
The resident was advised that Resident Permit Parking Scheme would not be beneficial 
at this location as the parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their 
visitors) of the area themselves. Furthermore if a RPS was introduced, restrictions at the 
junctions to maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part 
of this scheme. However considering the objection, the scheme has been revised and 
the restriction on the south side of Anson Street has been dropped to 5 metres. Plan of 
the revised scheme is indicated in Appendix 4.  
 
The resident still wanted to reduce the restriction on the north side of Anson Street and 
to introduce Resident Parking Scheme in order to withdraw the objection. Due to fact that 
the street is subject to 20mph and traffic calming features the proposed restrictions have 
been dropped down to 5 metres. The plan is reproduced in Appendix 5. A Highways 
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Devolved Budget application form has been sent out to resident to apply for Resident 
Parking Scheme. This objection has been withdrawn. 
 
The second objection is reproduced at Appendix 6. The objection is made by local 
resident. The resident is objecting to the scheme because proposal would remove a lot 
of parking spaces on the street. The resident is concerned that their property will be 
devalued. Also the resident is concerned that the parking problems have started when 
houses in the area started to be converted into flats. The objector wants to introduce 
Resident Permit Parking scheme for Anson Street only as the solution of parking 
problems on the street. 
 
The resident was advised that Resident Permit Parking Scheme would not be beneficial 
at this location and the plan with the revised 5 metres junction protection was also sent.  
 
The third objection is reproduced at Appendix 7. The objection is made by local resident. 
The resident is objecting to the scheme because proposal would remove a lot of parking 
spaces on the street. Also this resident is pointing that the parking problems started 
when houses in the area started to be converted into flats. 
 
The resident was advised that Resident Permit Parking Scheme would not be beneficial 
at this location and the plan with revised 5 metres junction protection was also sent.  
 
The fourth objection is reproduced at Appendix 8. The objection is made by local resident 
and it is made after consultation period ended. The resident is objecting to the scheme 
because proposal would remove a lot of parking spaces on the street. 
 
The resident was advised that revised 5 metres junction protection is subject to 
consideration.  
 
 
Consideration of the Objections  
 
Urban Vision Engineers agree that a balance between visibility and parking for the local 
community has to be made.  
 
After considering the objections Urban Vision decided to change length of ‘No Waiting at 
Any Time’ restrictions at the junction May Street – Anson Street to be dropped 5 metres 
even though the advice within the Highway Code is that vehicles should not park within 
10 metres of a junction. At this location the site is subject to a 20 mph speed limit and 
benefits from traffic calming measures. 
 
Therefore, officers recommend that the ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ restrictions should be 
shortened to help pedestrians cross the road at the junction, provide vehicles with more 
visibility and to leave more unrestricted areas for residents to park.  
 
The proposed Legal Schedule and plan for the modified TRO are shown at Appendix 9 
and 10. 
 
Recommendation  
 
It is recommended that the Traffic Regulation Order be brought into effect in the 
amended form scheduled at Appendix 9 hereto. 
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Appendix: 
 

1. TRO schedule as advertised 
2. Plan of affected area as advertised 
3. Objection 1 
4. First revision of the TRO plan 
5. Second revision of the TRO plan 
6. Objection 2 
7. Objection 3 
8. Objection 4 
9. Schedule showing the recommended TRO 
10. Plan showing the recommended TRO 
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APPENDIX 1 – TRO SCHEDULE AS ADVERTISED 
 
 
 
PROPOSAL : 
 
 
 
 
Introduction of:  
 
‘No Waiting at Any Time’ Restriction 
 
 

 
Anson Street 

 

 
Both sides from a point 10 metres south west from the south western 
extended kerbline of May Street to a point 10 metres north east from 
the north eastern extended kerbline of May Street. 
 

 
May Street 

 

 
Both sides from the extended north western kerbline of Anson Street for  
a distance of 10 metres in a north westerly direction. 
 
East side from the extended south eastern kerbline of Anson Street for  
a distance of 10 metres in a south easterly direction. 
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APPENDIX 2 – PLAN OF AFFECTED AREA AS ADVERTISED 
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APPENDIX 3 – OBJECTION 1 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 30.10.2018 

Good Morning  
 
After reviewing the plans for the proposed no waiting at any time on Anson Street 
and May street in Eccles ref L/TG/OUT1093/675). I would like to object to this as this 
would severely impact on parking for the residents on this street. We currently have 
limited parking available due to the occupants of Parrin Lane consistently parking 
their vehicles on this road and to limit the parking further would be a safety concern 
due to residents of Anson Street then having to park further away and walk home on 
dark evenings/nights. There is also the issue of vehicles being damaged whilst 
parked on May street as mine alone has had 2 scratches and the wing mirror broken.  
 
What would solve the issue of parking on this road and therefore result in your plans 
being a working option for the residents would be parking permits for the residents of 
Anson Street only. This would prevent over parking on the road and allow all 
residents to park safely near there property’s without having to use the kerb areas.  
 
Again I would like to state my objection to the current plan and also propose that 
permits are introduced to help with parking levels.  
 
Please acknowledge my email and if there if there is further we need to do as 
residents to apply for permits please can you direct me in the correct way to apply for 
this. 

02.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail and sorry for late reply! 

The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety 
concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. Resident Parking 
Schemes (RPS) are generally introduced in a zone or area rather than individual 
streets. I do not consider that an RPS would be beneficial at this location as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area 
themselves. Furthermore if an RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to 
maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part of this 
scheme.  

However considering your objection I have revised scheme and dropped restriction to 
5 metres on the south side of Anson Street (please find attached plan). 

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 
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If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask.  

[Plan attached] 

02.11.2018 

I have reviewed the new proposal and although it is slightly more acceptable I still 
don’t feel this is a workable solution.  

The north side of Anson street also would benefit from a reduction to 5m. Also the 
reconsideration of a RPS for this street would be gratefully received by all residents. 
Over 30% of the vehicles parked on Anson street belong to residents of Parrin Lane - 
which causes parking issues for Anson street residents mainly the inability to park in 
proximity to their properties which causes safety concerns for themselves and their 
vehicles.  

If you could reduce the north side to 5m and propose permits I will withdraw my 
objection however at the moment it still stands. 

13.11.2018 

I could drop the restriction on the north side as well (see attached). 

As I stated previously Residents Parking Scheme would not be beneficial as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents of the area and restrictions at 
the junctions would be introduced.  

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask.  

[Plan attached] 

13.11.2018 

Thanks for dropping the restrictions it will be appreciated by the residents of this 
street. 

But as I have said in both my emails and it is frustrating that this is not being taken 
into consideration the focus should be on parking for the residents of the STREET 
not the area. There is major frustration amongst residents regarding occupants of 
nearby streets parking on this particular road. We have all chosen to purchase or rent 
properties where there is parking available outside our properties yet are being 
penalised and forced to park away from our properties due to residents of the local 
area parking on this particular street. The introduction of resident parking permits 
would stop this and would also reduce traffic and parking in areas that affect 
pedestrians on this street. 
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13.11.2018 

I understand your frustration however resident parking scheme can be introduced for 
zones not for single street which is why residents from Parrin Lane would be entitled 
to park in the zone hence the resident parking scheme will not be beneficial for you. 
 

Can you please confirm are you objecting to the proposed ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ 
scheme? I need to put that information in my report. 

13.11.2018 

I and so many of the residents are so frustrated that we can’t have a parking permit 
for this street singularly as we feel penalised due to lack of parking caused by 
residents from the surrounding streets which relates to unsafe conditions and 
damage being caused to our cars - especially with the increase in houses on Parrin 
Lane being converted to flats.  
 
I understand if this is not something you can do at this moment in time but it would be 
appreciated if it’s something that can be looked into in the future.  

As long as the restrictions are reduced as per the plan you have sent me I have no 
objections. 

13.11.2018 

Thank you for confirming. 

I have attached an application for funding which you can fill in for the resident permit 
scheme. However please bear in mind that the initial survey might be carried out first 
and it will not guarantee that the scheme will go forward. This is all I can do for now. 

Any questions let me know. 

[Form attached] 
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APPENDIX 4 – FIRST REVISION OF THE TRO PLAN 
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APPENDIX 5 – SECOND REVISION OF THE TRO PLAN 
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APPENDIX 6 – OBJECTION 2 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 30.10.2018 

To whom it may concern. 

[…]. We have just looked at the proposed plans for the junction of Anson street and 
May street, and understandably we are extremely unhappy that we are to have 
double yellow lines […]. Parking on our street has never been easy, with having a 
lowered curb outside our house, parking problems have started since the council 
gave permission to have 1 house on Parin Lane and 2 on Anson street to be 
converted into flats. People on Parin Lane park on our street when they have been 
told they park near Monton roundabout or their own garages. Parking on Anson st is 
also difficult with people bringing mini busses from work which take up the equivalent 
of 2 car park spaces. I feel that double yellow lines is not the answer, more a way for 
your council to make money in fines. I propose parking permits (1,2,3) per house as 
this is fair for its residents. I will be seeking legal advice about the depreciation of our 
house if your proposal comes in to effect.  

In other words, I object! 

02.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail and sorry for late reply! 

The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety 
concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. Resident Parking 
Schemes (RPS) are generally introduced in a zone or area rather than individual 
streets. I do not consider that an RPS would be beneficial at this location as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area 
themselves. Furthermore if an RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to 
maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part of this 
scheme.  

However considering your objection I have revised scheme and dropped restriction to 
5 metres on the south side of Anson Street (please find attached plan). 

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

[Plan attached] 
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07.11.2018 

Dear Sir/ Madame 

I have recieved your Email addressing the parking issues on Anson street. 

Although you offer to withdraw 5metres of double yellow lines […] is a very good 
gesture it really isnt benifical as my neighbour […] will park outside my house […]. 
Also resident parking permits i think would work on 

Anson street it would stop people off parrin lane parking on our street and if double 
yellow lines are going on May street then we will have no chance of parking on 
Anson street. Most houses on the oppersite side of the road have drive ways to put 
their cars on then there would be more space with permits for us to park Also can 
May St not have a time slot to park there between the hours of 7pm to 7am so people 
can park from Parrin Lane instead of using Anson Street there has got to be an fair 
solution to the problem Myself and my neighbours would welcome parking permits at 
least then we/I could park sort of outside my property. 

Perhaps you would like to come down and visit view the street on a night during the 
week. 

13.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

I could drop the restriction on the north side as well (see attached). 

As I stated previously Residents Parking Scheme would not be beneficial as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents of the area and restrictions at 
the junctions would be introduced.  

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

[Plan attached] 
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APPENDIX 7 – OBJECTION 3 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 09.11.2018  

I am writing to you in connection with the above reference number double yellow 
lines on the corner of May street and Anson st Winton. […] I am very concerned that 
your proposals will have a damaging effect on the price of my property if I want to sell 
it in the future because let's face it who wants to buy a property were they can't park 
outside the property as i have been able to do for the last 20 years without many 
issues. Could you please explain to me why this has been proposed in the first place. 
Another reason I very strongly object to your proposals is since this council gave 
planned permission for developers to buy houses in the area and turn them into five 
and six bedroom flats parking around here has become a living hell as these short 
term tennants don't give a damm how or how they dump there cars. In my opinion 
this is were the problems stem from so why should we have to suffer yet again for 
these idiots who mostly live on parrin lane not May street or Anson street. Instead of 
making the residents of these strees suffer by making less parking for people who 
actually live on them you should be thinking of ways to stop none residents parking in 
the affected areas and maybe make it a residents only parking area. Everyone i have 
spoken to would be happy with this idea. Before you make any discussion on this the 
least you could do is actually visit the area and speak to the residents and see what 
we have to put up with on a daily basis. In my opinion your proposals will make 
things even worse with the loss of so many parking spaces on the streets. I look 
forward to your response to my concerns  

KIND REGARDS. 

13.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail and sorry for late reply! 

The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety 
concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. Resident Parking 
Schemes (RPS) are generally introduced in a zone or area rather than individual 
streets. I do not consider that an RPS would be beneficial at this location as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area 
themselves. Furthermore if an RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to 
maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part of this 
scheme.  

However considering objections I have revised scheme and dropped restriction to 5 
metres (please find attached plan). 

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 
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If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

[Plan attached] 

13.11.2018 

Thankyou for your late response to my email regarding your reddiculus scheme to 
put double yellow lines […]. I can tell you now I do not whish to drop my objections to 
this scheme and will be taking legal advice to see were I stand. In regards to your 
revised plan this makes no difference to me […] and will also make the cctv and 
security light i have paid to be installed useless as I won't be able to to park outside 
the property. I still have questions you haven't answered from my previous email so I 
guess you haven't actually read it in full and just sent the same response to everyone 
who has objections to this scheme with the token gesture of reducing the length off 
the lines this isn't good enough. I will also be seeking advice from local estate agents 
to find out what affect your scheme will have on the price of my property if this goes 
ahead . At which point I will be taking further legal advice depending on what they tell 
me. I look forward to your response at your earliest convenience 

16.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your response. I will include your objection in my report. 

I do understand your frustration and nothing will be implemented without assessing 
objections which is why formal consultations are carried out. 

I did read your previous e-mail. However if there is something missing or unclear 
please do let me know. 

1. ‘I am writing to you in connection with the above reference number double 
yellow lines on the corner of May street and Anson st Winton. […] I am very 
concerned that your proposals will have a damaging effect on the price of my 
property if I want to sell it in the future because let's face it who wants to buy a 
property were they can't park outside the property as i have been able to do for the 
last 20 years without many issues.’  

This is the ground of your objection – I can only consider that as a statement and it is 
noted as your objection to the scheme. Furthermore, you continue to object to the 
amended scheme on the same basis. 

2. ‘Could you please explain to me why this has been proposed in the first place’. 

As I previously advised – The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear 
as there are safety concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. 
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3. ‘Another reason I very strongly object to your proposals is since this council 
gave planned permission for developers to buy houses in the area and turn them into 
five and six bedroom flats parking around here has become a living hell as these 
short term tennants don't give a damm how or how they dump there cars. In my 
opinion this is were the problems stem from so why should we have to suffer yet 
again for these idiots who mostly live on parrin lane not May street or Anson street.’ 

This is as point 1. 

4. ‘Instead of making the residents of these strees suffer by making less parking 
for people who actually live on them you should be thinking of ways to stop none 
residents parking in the affected areas and maybe make it a residents only parking 
area. Everyone i have spoken to would be happy with this idea.’ 

Again as I previously advised – Resident Parking Schemes (RPS) are generally 
introduced in a zone or area rather than individual streets. I do not consider that an 
RPS would be beneficial at this location as the parking that takes place is almost 
entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area themselves. Furthermore if an RPS 
was introduced, restrictions at junctions to maintain safety and free movement of 
traffic would also be included as part of this scheme. 

5. ‘Before you make any discussion on this the least you could do is actually visit 
the area and speak to the residents and see what we have to put up with on a daily 
basis.’ 

I have undertaken site observations and I have observes safety concern for 
pedestrians, especially for people in wheelchairs and mobility scooters. Ultimately 
this proposal has been put forward by local residents or Councillors representing the 
area who have raised this concern to the Eccles Community Committee. Their 
Highways Task Group have prioritised this scheme for funding form the Highways 
Devolved Budget. Notwithstanding, I do understand that terrace houses suffer from a 
lack of parking provision, however, at the junctions inconsiderate parking that causes 
safety concerns for other road should be dealt with. 

6. ‘In my opinion your proposals will make things even worse with the loss of so 
many parking spaces on the streets’ 

This is as point 1. However in my opinion the scheme will provide improved visibility 
at the junction both for pedestrians and vehicles as well as increasing the space for 
vehicles to turn. 

If you and your neighbours consider that a residents parking scheme is required, you 
may fill in the attached application form for Highways Devolved funding. If your 
application is prioritised for funding, surveys can be carried out to assess whether the 
location meets the criteria for a Residents Parking Scheme if that is the case, a 
consultation can be undertaken to assess whether residents would support the 
introduction of an RPS and accept the £50 per year charge for permits. If there is 
support for the scheme at this stage and there is funding available a scheme could 
be introduced. However, a residents parking scheme will only be introduced on an 
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area wide basis and at this location the area is likely to include the residents of Parrin 
Lane. Furthermore, parking at the junctions will not be permitted. 

[Plan attached] 
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APPENDIX 8 – OBJECTION 4 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 13.02.2019  

I wish to object to the proposed introduction of a no waiting area in the area above. 
[…] I believe the proposed area will prevent me from parking outside my own home. 
Regardless, the parking situation on Anson Street has been difficult for some time 
and the loss of a substantial number of spaces, which would be the consequence of 
the proposed order, will make the situation untenable. I can see no reason for the 
proposed order but the negative consequences are clear. If the order is required for 
reasons unknown to me, the council will need to make the entirety of Anson Street a 
residents only parking area to mitigate the problem it is creating for residents. 

I look forward to hearing from you 

13.02.2019 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail. Objection period has ended on 8th November 2018 
however I am happy to include your objection in my report. The double yellows are 
proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety concerns for pedestrians and 
provide space for turning traffic. The scheme originally advertised has been reduced, 
please see attached drawing. Proposed restrictions are dropped to 5 metres.  

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 

[Plan attached] 
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APPENDIX 9 – SCHEDULE SHOWING THE RECOMMENDED TRO 
 
 
 
PROPOSAL : 
 
 
 
 
Introduction of:  
 
‘No Waiting at Any Time’ Restriction 
 
 

 
Anson Street 

 

 
Both sides from a point 5 metres south west from the south western 
extended kerbline of May Street to a point 5 metres north east from the 
north eastern extended kerbline of May Street. 
 

 
May Street 

 

 
Both sides from the extended north western kerbline of Anson Street for  
a distance of 5 metres in a north westerly direction. 
 
East side from the extended south eastern kerbline of Anson Street for  
a distance of 5 metres in a south easterly direction. 
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APPENDIX 10 – PLAN SHOWING THE RECOMMENDED TRO 
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Deliberations of the Traffic Advisory Panel  
 
The matter is to be considered at a meeting on 7th March 2019. The objectors have been 
informed of the date of the meeting to enable them to attend. 
 
Recommendation  
 
That the Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development consider the contents 
of this report and the deliberations of the Traffic Advisory Panel and make a decision to 
introduce ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ restriction in the modified form as set out in this 
report.

 
 
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:  Local Transport Plan 

 
 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: 
 
N/A

 
 
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  
 
Implementation of the restrictions would decrease the risk of collisions and improve 
pedestrian safety. 

 
 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: N/A 

 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: N/A 

 
 
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Natalia Woszczyk x2220 
UV Comments - Urban Vision Partnership was procured through a fully compliant 
OJEU process.  The services outlined within the report are delivered under the 
exclusivity agreement in line with the Council’s contractual standing orders 

 
 
HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A 

 
 
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: None 

 
 
CONTACT OFFICER: Judyta Szylejko         TEL NO: 0161 779 6097 
 
WARD TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Winton 
 
Ben Dolan 
Strategic Director, Place 



OBJECTION 1 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 30.10.2018 

Good Morning  
 
After reviewing the plans for the proposed no waiting at any time on Anson Street 
and May street in Eccles ref L/TG/OUT1093/675). I would like to object to this as this 
would severely impact on parking for the residents on this street. We currently have 
limited parking available due to the occupants of Parrin Lane consistently parking 
their vehicles on this road and to limit the parking further would be a safety concern 
due to residents of Anson Street then having to park further away and walk home on 
dark evenings/nights. There is also the issue of vehicles being damaged whilst 
parked on May street as mine alone has had 2 scratches and the wing mirror broken.  
 
What would solve the issue of parking on this road and therefore result in your plans 
being a working option for the residents would be parking permits for the residents of 
Anson Street only. This would prevent over parking on the road and allow all 
residents to park safely near there property’s without having to use the kerb areas.  
 
Again I would like to state my objection to the current plan and also propose that 
permits are introduced to help with parking levels.  
 
Please acknowledge my email and if there if there is further we need to do as 
residents to apply for permits please can you direct me in the correct way to apply for 
this. 

02.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail and sorry for late reply! 

The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety 
concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. Resident Parking 
Schemes (RPS) are generally introduced in a zone or area rather than individual 
streets. I do not consider that an RPS would be beneficial at this location as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area 
themselves. Furthermore if an RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to 
maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part of this 
scheme.  

However considering your objection I have revised scheme and dropped restriction 
to 5 metres on the south side of Anson Street (please find attached plan). 

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 



scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask.  

[Plan attached] 

02.11.2018 

I have reviewed the new proposal and although it is slightly more acceptable I still 
don’t feel this is a workable solution.  

The north side of Anson street also would benefit from a reduction to 5m. Also the 
reconsideration of a RPS for this street would be gratefully received by all residents. 
Over 30% of the vehicles parked on Anson street belong to residents of Parrin Lane 
- which causes parking issues for Anson street residents mainly the inability to park 
in proximity to their properties which causes safety concerns for themselves and 
their vehicles.  

If you could reduce the north side to 5m and propose permits I will withdraw my 
objection however at the moment it still stands. 

13.11.2018 

I could drop the restriction on the north side as well (see attached). 

As I stated previously Residents Parking Scheme would not be beneficial as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents of the area and restrictions at 
the junctions would be introduced.  

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask.  

[Plan attached] 

13.11.2018 

Thanks for dropping the restrictions it will be appreciated by the residents of this 
street. 

But as I have said in both my emails and it is frustrating that this is not being taken 
into consideration the focus should be on parking for the residents of the STREET 
not the area. There is major frustration amongst residents regarding occupants of 
nearby streets parking on this particular road. We have all chosen to purchase or 
rent properties where there is parking available outside our properties yet are being 
penalised and forced to park away from our properties due to residents of the local 
area parking on this particular street. The introduction of resident parking permits 
would stop this and would also reduce traffic and parking in areas that affect 



pedestrians on this street. 

13.11.2018 

I understand your frustration however resident parking scheme can be introduced for 
zones not for single street which is why residents from Parrin Lane would be entitled 
to park in the zone hence the resident parking scheme will not be beneficial for you. 
 

Can you please confirm are you objecting to the proposed ‘No Waiting at Any Time’ 
scheme? I need to put that information in my report. 

13.11.2018 

I and so many of the residents are so frustrated that we can’t have a parking permit 
for this street singularly as we feel penalised due to lack of parking caused by 
residents from the surrounding streets which relates to unsafe conditions and 
damage being caused to our cars - especially with the increase in houses on Parrin 
Lane being converted to flats.  
 
I understand if this is not something you can do at this moment in time but it would 
be appreciated if it’s something that can be looked into in the future.  

As long as the restrictions are reduced as per the plan you have sent me I have no 
objections. 

13.11.2018 

Thank you for confirming. 

I have attached an application for funding which you can fill in for the resident permit 
scheme. However please bear in mind that the initial survey might be carried out first 
and it will not guarantee that the scheme will go forward. This is all I can do for now. 

Any questions let me know. 

[Form attached] 

 
OBJECTION 2 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 30.10.2018 

To whom it may concern. 



[…]. We have just looked at the proposed plans for the junction of Anson street and 
May street, and understandably we are extremely unhappy that we are to have 
double yellow lines […]. Parking on our street has never been easy, with having a 
lowered curb outside our house, parking problems have started since the council 
gave permission to have 1 house on Parin Lane and 2 on Anson street to be 
converted into flats. People on Parin Lane park on our street when they have been 
told they park near Monton roundabout or their own garages. Parking on Anson st is 
also difficult with people bringing mini busses from work which take up the equivalent 
of 2 car park spaces. I feel that double yellow lines is not the answer, more a way for 
your council to make money in fines. I propose parking permits (1,2,3) per house as 
this is fair for its residents. I will be seeking legal advice about the depreciation of our 
house if your proposal comes in to effect.  

In other words, I object! 

02.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail and sorry for late reply! 

The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety 
concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. Resident Parking 
Schemes (RPS) are generally introduced in a zone or area rather than individual 
streets. I do not consider that an RPS would be beneficial at this location as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area 
themselves. Furthermore if an RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to 
maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part of this 
scheme.  

However considering your objection I have revised scheme and dropped restriction 
to 5 metres on the south side of Anson Street (please find attached plan). 

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

[Plan attached] 

07.11.2018 

Dear Sir/ Madame 

I have recieved your Email addressing the parking issues on Anson street. 

Although you offer to withdraw 5metres of double yellow lines […] is a very good 
gesture it really isnt benifical as my neighbour […] will park outside my house […]. 



Also resident parking permits i think would work on 

Anson street it would stop people off parrin lane parking on our street and if double 
yellow lines are going on May street then we will have no chance of parking on 
Anson street. Most houses on the oppersite side of the road have drive ways to put 
their cars on then there would be more space with permits for us to park Also can 
May St not have a time slot to park there between the hours of 7pm to 7am so 
people can park from Parrin Lane instead of using Anson Street there has got to be 
an fair solution to the problem Myself and my neighbours would welcome parking 
permits at least then we/I could park sort of outside my property. 

Perhaps you would like to come down and visit view the street on a night during the 
week. 

13.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

I could drop the restriction on the north side as well (see attached). 

As I stated previously Residents Parking Scheme would not be beneficial as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents of the area and restrictions at 
the junctions would be introduced.  

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

[Plan attached] 

 
OBJECTION 3 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 09.11.2018 

I am writing to you in connection with the above reference number double yellow 
lines on the corner of May street and Anson st Winton. […] I am very concerned that 
your proposals will have a damaging effect on the price of my property if I want to 
sell it in the future because let's face it who wants to buy a property were they can't 
park outside the property as i have been able to do for the last 20 years without 
many issues. Could you please explain to me why this has been proposed in the first 
place. Another reason I very strongly object to your proposals is since this council 
gave planned permission for developers to buy houses in the area and turn them into 
five and six bedroom flats parking around here has become a living hell as these 
short term tennants don't give a damm how or how they dump there cars. In my 
opinion this is were the problems stem from so why should we have to suffer yet 
again for these idiots who mostly live on parrin lane not May street or Anson street. 
Instead of making the residents of these strees suffer by making less parking for 
people who actually live on them you should be thinking of ways to stop none 
residents parking in the affected areas and maybe make it a residents only parking 



area. Everyone i have spoken to would be happy with this idea. Before you make 
any discussion on this the least you could do is actually visit the area and speak to 
the residents and see what we have to put up with on a daily basis. In my opinion 
your proposals will make things even worse with the loss of so many parking spaces 
on the streets. I look forward to your response to my concerns  

KIND REGARDS. 

13.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail and sorry for late reply! 

The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety 
concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. Resident Parking 
Schemes (RPS) are generally introduced in a zone or area rather than individual 
streets. I do not consider that an RPS would be beneficial at this location as the 
parking that takes place is almost entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area 
themselves. Furthermore if an RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to 
maintain safety and free movement of traffic would also be included as part of this 
scheme.  

However considering objections I have revised scheme and dropped restriction to 5 
metres (please find attached plan). 

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 

If you have more questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

[Plan attached] 

13.11.2018 

Thankyou for your late response to my email regarding your reddiculus scheme to 
put double yellow lines […]. I can tell you now I do not whish to drop my objections to 
this scheme and will be taking legal advice to see were I stand. In regards to your 
revised plan this makes no difference to me […] and will also make the cctv and 
security light i have paid to be installed useless as I won't be able to to park outside 
the property. I still have questions you haven't answered from my previous email so I 
guess you haven't actually read it in full and just sent the same response to everyone 
who has objections to this scheme with the token gesture of reducing the length off 
the lines this isn't good enough. I will also be seeking advice from local estate agents 
to find out what affect your scheme will have on the price of my property if this goes 
ahead . At which point I will be taking further legal advice depending on what they tell 
me. I look forward to your response at your earliest convenience 



16.11.2018 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your response. I will include your objection in my report. 

I do understand your frustration and nothing will be implemented without assessing 
objections which is why formal consultations are carried out. 

I did read your previous e-mail. However if there is something missing or unclear 
please do let me know. 

1. ‘I am writing to you in connection with the above reference number double 
yellow lines on the corner of May street and Anson st Winton. […] I am very 
concerned that your proposals will have a damaging effect on the price of my 
property if I want to sell it in the future because let's face it who wants to buy a 
property were they can't park outside the property as i have been able to do for the 
last 20 years without many issues.’  

This is the ground of your objection – I can only consider that as a statement and it is 
noted as your objection to the scheme. Furthermore, you continue to object to the 
amended scheme on the same basis. 

2. ‘Could you please explain to me why this has been proposed in the first 
place’. 

As I previously advised – The double yellows are proposed to keep the junction clear 
as there are safety concerns for pedestrians and provide space for turning traffic. 

 

3. ‘Another reason I very strongly object to your proposals is since this council 
gave planned permission for developers to buy houses in the area and turn them into 
five and six bedroom flats parking around here has become a living hell as these 
short term tennants don't give a damm how or how they dump there cars. In my 
opinion this is were the problems stem from so why should we have to suffer yet 
again for these idiots who mostly live on parrin lane not May street or Anson street.’ 

This is as point 1. 

4. ‘Instead of making the residents of these strees suffer by making less parking 
for people who actually live on them you should be thinking of ways to stop none 
residents parking in the affected areas and maybe make it a residents only parking 
area. Everyone i have spoken to would be happy with this idea.’ 

Again as I previously advised – Resident Parking Schemes (RPS) are generally 
introduced in a zone or area rather than individual streets. I do not consider that an 
RPS would be beneficial at this location as the parking that takes place is almost 
entirely the residents (or their visitors) of the area themselves. Furthermore if an 
RPS was introduced, restrictions at junctions to maintain safety and free movement 



of traffic would also be included as part of this scheme. 

5. ‘Before you make any discussion on this the least you could do is actually visit 
the area and speak to the residents and see what we have to put up with on a daily 
basis.’ 

I have undertaken site observations and I have observes safety concern for 
pedestrians, especially for people in wheelchairs and mobility scooters. Ultimately 
this proposal has been put forward by local residents or Councillors representing the 
area who have raised this concern to the Eccles Community Committee. Their 
Highways Task Group have prioritised this scheme for funding form the Highways 
Devolved Budget. Notwithstanding, I do understand that terrace houses suffer from a 
lack of parking provision, however, at the junctions inconsiderate parking that causes 
safety concerns for other road should be dealt with. 

6. ‘In my opinion your proposals will make things even worse with the loss of so 
many parking spaces on the streets’ 

This is as point 1. However in my opinion the scheme will provide improved visibility 
at the junction both for pedestrians and vehicles as well as increasing the space for 
vehicles to turn. 

If you and your neighbours consider that a residents parking scheme is required, you 
may fill in the attached application form for Highways Devolved funding. If your 
application is prioritised for funding, surveys can be carried out to assess whether 
the location meets the criteria for a Residents Parking Scheme if that is the case, a 
consultation can be undertaken to assess whether residents would support the 
introduction of an RPS and accept the £50 per year charge for permits. If there is 
support for the scheme at this stage and there is funding available a scheme could 
be introduced. However, a residents parking scheme will only be introduced on an 
area wide basis and at this location the area is likely to include the residents of 
Parrin Lane. Furthermore, parking at the junctions will not be permitted. 

[Plan attached] 

 
OBJECTION 4 
 

Objection received by e-mail on 13.02.2019 

I wish to object to the proposed introduction of a no waiting area in the area above. 
[…] I believe the proposed area will prevent me from parking outside my own home. 
Regardless, the parking situation on Anson Street has been difficult for some time 
and the loss of a substantial number of spaces, which would be the consequence of 
the proposed order, will make the situation untenable. I can see no reason for the 
proposed order but the negative consequences are clear. If the order is required for 
reasons unknown to me, the council will need to make the entirety of Anson Street a 
residents only parking area to mitigate the problem it is creating for residents. 



I look forward to hearing from you 

13.02.2019 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for your e-mail. Objection period has ended on 8th November 2018 
however I am happy to include your objection in my report. The double yellows are 
proposed to keep the junction clear as there are safety concerns for pedestrians and 
provide space for turning traffic. The scheme originally advertised has been reduced, 
please see attached drawing. Proposed restrictions are dropped to 5 metres.  

With regards to the above can you confirm you wish to withdraw your objection to the 
scheme or do you wish to maintain it? 

[Plan attached] 
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